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Vineyard
Surface: 17 ha scattered across all village hillsides on about 40 parcels known as : 
Maillettes, Bergades, Ponceytis, Terrenoire, Chênes, Surigny, Prâgnes, Chailloux...
Soils: a patchwork of clay and limestone dating from the Jurassic period.
Exposure: south, south-east, with plots located on plateaux.
Varietal: organically grown chardonnay, 8000 vinestocks/ha. 
Average age: 50 years. 
Pruning: Mâconnais style with “arcure”, with 10 buds on the fruiting cane.

Tasting
Pale yellow robe, with subtle green reflections.
Nose is open, with citrus notes.
Fresh and supple, this wine proves mostly balance. We appreciate the citrus 
notes such as grapefruit and a light zest of yellow lemon.
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Winemaking, ageing
Harvest at optimal maturity.
Selective gentle pneumatic pressing, adapted to the maturity of the grapes, 
that guarantees the purity and the aromatic of the juice.
Slow temperature-controlled alcoholic fermentation in stainless steel tanks.
Malolactic fermentation follows.
Aged on fine lees during 9 months.
Estate-bottled.

Certification
Certified Organic wine by FR-bio-01. 

Wine Press

Climate in 2020
Autumn and winter are mild, with rainfall in excess of normal. A few episods of wind and of
drought altern during springtime. In May and in June, rain is back and temperatures are fresh.
The early buds, that are a fortnight in advance, are threatened by the frost. Blossoming takes
place under favourable conditions around 20th May, the promise of an early harvest, possibly
abundant. In July the weather is dry and in August occur a hitwave and a few storms, with little
rain only. Such dry and warm weather constraint the vines to release rich and concentrated
juices. With tiny grapes but rather numerous, the yield remains low. Mid of August, these dry and
warm climate conditions lead the vines to express rich and concentrated juicies wiyh a low yield.
At the mid of August, a few rains are helpful for the grapes to end up maturing.
The harvest takes place from the 24th August till the 5th September by a sunny weather, with just
one rainy and welcome day.


